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Abstract: Understanding and differentiating subtle human motion over time as sequential data is
challenging. We propose Motion-sphere, which is a novel trajectory-based visualization technique,
to represent human motion on a unit sphere. Motion-sphere adopts a two-fold approach for human
motion visualization, namely a three-dimensional (3D) avatar to reconstruct the target motion and an
interactive 3D unit sphere, that enables users to perceive subtle human motion as swing trajectories and
color-coded miniature 3D models for twist. This also allows for the simultaneous visual comparison
of two motions. Therefore, the technique is applicable in a wide range of applications, including
rehabilitation, choreography, and physical fitness training. The current work validates the effectiveness
of the proposed work with a user study in comparison with existing motion visualization methods.
Our study’s findings show that Motion-sphere is informative in terms of quantifying the swing
and twist movements. The Motion-sphere is validated in threefold ways: validation of motion
reconstruction on the avatar, accuracy of swing, twist, and speed visualization, and the usability
and learnability of the Motion-sphere. Multiple range of motions from an online open database are
selectively chosen, such that all joint segments are covered. In all fronts, Motion-sphere fares well.
Visualization on the 3D unit sphere and the reconstructed 3D avatar make it intuitive to understand
the nature of human motion.

Keywords: visualization; human motion; IMU; reconstruction; motion-sphere; quaternions;
TotalCapture; range of motion; swing; twist

1. Introduction

The main aim of this study is to analyze and visually represent subtle variations of similar human
motion in a structured manner. Human joint–bone motions can have numerous subtle orientation
variations. Although these subtle variations are visually similar, the underlying orientations can differ
markedly. Visualizing human motion with 244 kinematic degrees of freedom (DoF) is a challenging
study area. Generally, existing research represents user poses and positions over time in order to
visualize human body motion in 3D [1]. Together with spatial and temporal data, object orientation in
3D produces extensive data sets that require processing, organizing, and storing for 3D reconstruction.

This paper proposes Motion-sphere for visualizing human motion using data from multiple
inertial measurement units (IMUs). Most contemporary motion capture studies record human
joint orientations using sensors and/or camera and then apply them directly to a 3D avatar for
reconstruction [2,3]. However, there is a considerable requirement for the accurate and correct
visualization of human motion at the minute scale, offering insights into and visual differentiation of
subtle changes in intended human motions.
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It has become common practice to use IMUs for motion capture and analysis, providing
more precise orientation estimates for any rigid body (in this case, human bones) as compared
to camera-based or any other form of motion capture system [4]. Consequently, commercial vendors
commonly offer hardware support for filtering noisy data, software compensation for heading
drift, multiple IMU time synchronization, etc. [5]. Rigid body orientations that are calculated by
sensors are presented as quaternions (four-dimensional (4D) numbers) that are widely used to realize
three-dimensional (3D) rotation in animation and inertial navigation systems. Quaternions can
communicate multiple orientation changes as a single change without causing gimbal lock situations.
Hence, we adopted quaternions as the basic mathematical unit to represent human body orientation in
3D, consistent with most human motion analysis research [6–8].

Any human motion is a sequence of quaternion rotations, visually represented as a trajectory on
a 3D unit sphere. Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed Motion-sphere. A 3D LiDAR sensor
is used to track the position of a moving human body. The 3D position of the pelvis is computed
while using the segmentation of raw point cloud data based on the user’s height and IMU sensors are
used to estimate the orientation of each bone joints during human body motion in a real environment.
When a user performs a motion, orientation data from the IMU sensors are transformed into a 3D
avatar’s coordinate frame for reconstruction.

Position data from 

the LiDAR

Bone orientation 

from IMU 

Fusion for

motion 

reconstruction

Twist-Swing 
decomposition
for visualization

Reconstruction 

on 3D avatar

Visualization on Motion-Sphere
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed Motion-sphere.

The quaternion frames are decomposed into swing and twist [9] rotations and visualized as
trajectories on a unit sphere. Mapping a grid on the unit sphere helps us to quantify specific human
motion and individual bone movements and their respective rotations can be visually analyzed.
The Motion-sphere enables comparisons between two sets with visually similar motion patterns.
Therefore, the technique opens up itself to a wide range of applications, including athletic performance
analysis, surveillance, man-machine interfaces, human motion tracking, kinesiology, physical fitness
training, and therapy.

Each subtle movement is mapped on the unit sphere as a series of 3D points rotating about given
X, Y, and Z axes. For example, lower limb movement in a sit-up action would be represented as
a trajectory on a unit sphere. Although the left and right legs have similar movements, the subtle
variation in orientation could not be identified in a video. Likewise, a sit-up performed a second time
may have a different trajectory to the first. The human motion details are contained within the axis and
orientation changes reflected by the quaternion trajectory. This paper visualizes human motion while
using this trajectory, thus providing an excellent candidate for use in the aforementioned applications.

The current work validates the proposed Motion-sphere by considering the range of motion (ROM)
from the TotalCapture dataset [10]. The reconstruction accuracy, visualization accuracy, learnability,
and usability of the Motion-sphere are validated against a few existing motion visualization methods.
We have demonstrated the use of Motion-sphere for comparing multiple human motion, authoring,
and editing, and as a standard to validate the accuracy of reconstruction.

The remainder of this paper is organized, as follows. Section 2 discusses related work with respect
to various methods used for human motion visualization. Sections 3 and 4 present the hierarchical
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joint–bone segment and discusses details on decomposition and visualization. Section 5 validates the
Motion-sphere and Section 6 demonstrates a few key applications of the Motion-sphere.

2. Related Work

Visualizing time-varying positions and orientations of multiple human joints is challenging.
Among the various techniques proposed thus far, visualizing motion in two-dimensional (2D) image is
widely practiced and considered to be the most intuitive approach [11]. Variations of hand gestures are
visualized on a 2D strip using a stick model [12]. Although other metrics are considered to compare
the gesture, orientation changes in the axis parallel to the torso (vertical axis) cannot be noted. Thereby,
the temporal dimension of the human motion is fully overlooked.

Motion-cues is yet another visualization technique using key-poses [13]. They focus on the
motion of a specific bone segment using directed arrows, noise waves, and stroboscopic illustrations.
The primary focus is the artistic depiction of motion rather than the subtlety of time, space,
and orientation. Such visualization is more appropriate for creating artistic or multimedia work [14].
Motion-track [8] uses a Self-organizing map to construct a sequence of key-poses that it connects
through a 2D curve. This kind of visualization is suitable for full-body motions, like walking, running,
jumping, or marching. Although it uses hierarchical skeletal model, there is no evidence of any visual
depiction of individual bone segments orientations. Zhang et al. [15] proposes a technique of generating
motion-sculpture (MoSculp) from a video. Again, this is useful for creating artistic expressions of
human motion; it expresses motion as a 3D geometric shape in space and time. The orientation of
joints are overlooked in the MoSculp, which makes it difficult to reconstruct the motion or sculpture.

Among various visualization methods, Oshita. et al. proposed a self-training system (STS) for
visually comparing human motion by overlapping 3D avatar models [16]. The authors considered
the motion data of tennis shots played by an expert vs. a trainee to compare the motion in terms of
spatial, orientation, and temporal differences while using regular and curved arrows for visualization.
Because 3D avatars are used for visualization, the technique does not exaggerate the differences and it
becomes unnatural and difficult to note subtle variations in orientations.

Yasuda et al. [17] proposed a technique, called the Motion-belt, which visualizes motion as
a sequence of key-poses. It offers temporal information on motion by varying the distance of the
key-poses on a 2D belt. Specific color coding is used to represent the orientation of the pelvis (Full Body)
in 360◦. Although Motion-belt can successfully provide an overview of the motion type at a higher
level of abstraction, it neglects details, such as the orientations of individual bones, and it is challenging
to distinguish between human motions with subtle orientation variations. In addition, comparing a
multitude of variations with respect to their orientation and position over time is highly difficult.

It is easy and intuitive to represent orientation while using a quaternion. Hanson [18]
described a concise visualization of quaternions, including representing points on the edge of a
circle, hypersphere (S3), single quaternion frame, etc., with several useful demonstrations, such as the
belt trick, rolling ball, and locking gimbals. The approach is mainly for educational and demonstration
purposes. Quaternion maps are the most common techniques for visualizing quaternions with the
help of four spheres (S2). Each of these four spheres has a particular meaning, and visualizes the raw
quaternions as a combination of three tuples ([x,y,z], [w,x,y], [w,y,z], [w,x,z]) as 3D points on a unit
sphere, collectively as a trajectory. However, for human motion visualization, quaternion maps do not
provide distinctive visual differences between human motion trajectories with subtle differences.

In one of our previous prototype studies [4], we visualized human motion in two-dimensional
(2D) as a trajectory. Here, the raw quaternion data was considered, and a similar approach was adopted
as in the current work for computing the 3D-points. A UV mapping technique [19] was used to map
the 3D-points onto a 2D grid. The hierarchical nature of human bone segments was not considered
an initial vector (0, 0, 0, 1) in quaternion form was regarded as a starting point for any human bone
motion visualization. The visualization did not consider the decomposition of quaternions into twist
and swing rotations. Therefore, quantifying human motion was not an option. In another work [20],
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we decomposed the rotations into twist and swings and represented them on the unit sphere as 3D
beads. The representation was accumulated rotation of all the parent segments into a single trajectory.
Therefore, the kinematic hierarchy was not maintained in the details of the trajectory.

Various motion-databases, including CMU Mocap [21], MocapClub [22], Kitchen Capture [23],
CGSpeed [24], and so on are publicly available online data sets. These represent major hierarchical
rotation, scaling, and positional data of body segments in the form of Euler angles or quaternions.
The list of motions they have captured includes walking, climbing, playing, dancing, sports
performances, and other everyday movements. The current work shows examples of the visualization
of ROM from the TotalCapture dataset [10] for demonstration and comparison. The TotalCapture
dataset provides sequences of orientation data in the form of quaternions, and the position of joints in
3D with respect to the global reference frame. We validate the reconstruction accuracy of the avatar
while using the same dataset.

3. Proposed Motion-Sphere

3.1. Kinematic Hierarchy and Twist-Swing Decomposition

A human body motion is a hierarchical movement with a parent–child relationship between
joint–bone segments. The current work captures the movement of 10 hierarchical joint–bone segments,
as shown in Figure 2, for full-body motion. IMU sensors attached to these segments give bone rotation
data as quaternions. Initial calibration is performed for accurate reconstruction and visualization.
The calibration aligns the 3D avatar’s segments with human bone axes. The quaternions that were
obtained from the user’s T-pose (qc) rotate and align the subsequent raw quaternions (qi) from the
sensors to the bone axes (i.e., q = qiq−1

c ). The 3D avatar reconstruction is achieved by rotating prefixed
3D vectors (v̂, that are initially aligned to the bone axes) by the resulting quaternion (i.e., qv̂q−1).

Pelvis (b0 )

Chest (b1 )

Upper Arm (b2 , b4 )

Lower Arm (b3 , b5 )

Upper Leg (b6 , b8 )

Lower Leg ( b7 , b9 )

b0

b1b2

b3

b4

b5

b6 b8

b7 b9

Figure 2. Three-dimensional (3D) avatar hierarchy.

It is a standard procedure to decompose humanoid joint–bone movement defined by a quaternion
(q) into twist (qt) motion around an axis that is parallel to the bone axis and swing (qs) motion around
a specific axis [9]. The twist–swing decomposition enables the understanding of joint–bone movement
in a “twist first and swing next” order (q = qsqt). Therefore, the axis v̂ of the bone could be a constant
entity. Equations (1)–(3) show the steps for the twist–swing decomposition.

ŵ = qv̂q−1 (1)

qs =
{

cos
(α

2

)
, û sin

(α

2

)}
(2)

qt = q−1
s q (3)

where, α = cos−1 (v̂ · ŵ) and û = v̂ × ŵ. In addition, ŵ = qv̂q−1 = qsv̂q−1
s .

There is a twist rotation (β) around the bone axis (v̂) defined by the quaternion qt.
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3.2. Visualizing Swing Motion

A human joint movement is restricted to a certain kinematic DoF. Because of this, it would
be intuitive to map joint swing movements as separate trajectories (a series of rotated point; ŵ in
Equation (1)) on a unit sphere attached at the joints, as shown in the Figure 3a. Each limb, pelvis,
and chest is mapped on a separate unit sphere. By themselves, these unit spheres do not provide
detailed visual information about the extent of the swing. A grid is mapped onto the sphere to enable
users to instinctively quantify swing rotation by merely looking at the visualization.

The mapped grid comprised of equidistant cells running from 0◦–180◦ on the right and left side,
starting from the front of the sphere. Vertically the cells go 0◦–180◦. The visualization presented in
the current work, the grid cell size is 10◦. The grid size may differ for different applications; this is
discussed further in the experimental study. Figure 3 shows the right lower arm swinging from the
attention pose to the front of the body by 90◦and correspondingly visualized on the Motion-sphere
(Figure 3b).

Initial Pose Final Pose

Trajectory on the Unit Sphere Trajectory on Mapped Grid

View from the bottom 
of the Motion-Sphere

(a) (b)

Initial PoseFinal Pose

Figure 3. (a) A trajectory representing the lower right arm (red line) on the unit sphere. (b) Trajectory
amounting to 90◦ toward the front (indicated by the labels), on a grid mapped Motion-sphere.

The trajectory representing the swing of a joint–bone segment is always relative to its parent
bone in the hierarchy. The combined movement of parent–child bones is as shown in Figure 4. Here,
the right upper arm swings from its initial attention pose to the right of the body by 90◦(1–2 step
in avatar and saffron trajectory on Motion-sphere), followed by a lower-arm swing of 90◦ front of
the upper arm (2–3 step in avatar and yellow trajectory on Motion-sphere). Note that the rotation in
reverse order (lower arm first and then upper arm) would yield the same result. The labels Front, Right,
Back, and Left indicate the sagittal reference w.r.t. the parent bone on the grid texture, which make it
easier for the user to see the swing direction on the latitude of the Motion-sphere, and the arrows with
the trajectory indicate the direction of the swing.

31 2

(a)

b2 b3

(b)

Figure 4. Upper arm has a 90◦ swing toward the right of the body and, the lower arm has a 90◦ swing
in front of the upper arm: (a) A combined swing movement of parent–child (upper right arm–lower
right arm) on the avatar. (b) Visualization of the combined swing movement on a Motion-sphere.

3.3. Visualizing Twist Motion

The qs swings a point v̂ on a sphere to a new position ŵ, as discussed in Equations (1)–(3). However,
the position of a point on the sphere does not change for a twist rotation of the bone. Therefore, only a
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trajectory would not suffice to represent a combination of twist and swing. To visualize the twist
rotation qt by the bone axis v̂, the Motion-sphere makes use of 3D models of the upper and lower
limbs, as shown in Figure 5.

Upper Arms Lower Arms Upper Leg Lower Legs

0° 180°90°45° 135°

Figure 5. 3D Models adopted to intuitively visualize the twist. A gradient color is used to color the
models based the degree of twist.

The twist orientation of the 3D models placed at equal distances on the swing trajectory enables
the intuitive visualization of the complete human joint bone motion. Figure 6 shows an example of
a simple twist–swing motion in the lower right arm. In Figure 6b, the avatar exhibits a lower right
arm twist of approximately 75◦–80◦ from attention pose (1) to end pose (3), while the actual twist is
75.9◦ as shown on the Motion-sphere. The models are also gradient colored in order to indicate the
extent of the twist in the bone axis (color gradient is shown in Figure 5).

1

2

3

3

1

2

(a) (b)
Figure 6. An example of a twist-swing combined motion. (a) A front swing of the right lower arm to
the body (120◦), with a positive twist (gradient red shade 0◦–64.2◦–75.9◦). (b) The avatar view is as
seen from the person’s right side.

4. Demonstration of Trajectory Patterns

Figure 7 shows the trajectory of a simple right upper arm rotation from the TotalCapture
dataset [10]. The upper arm takes a full rotational swing in the anti-clockwise direction with a twist of
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almost 120◦. In addition, the rotational swing is clearly on the right of the Motion-sphere, as indicated
on the sphere’s grid texture. The black arrows indicate the direction of the swing.

Arm Backward Rotation

Figure 7. Visualization of right upper arm (b2) movement for a rotational backward arm swing.

The Motion-sphere always visualizes the bone-segment motion with respect to the parent
bone-segment’s orientation. Figure 8 shows a ROM movement of a right upper leg, in which the right
upper (parent) and lower (child) legs appear to be moving in opposite directions in the initial phase
(key frames 1–2). Although the orientation of the lower leg does not change significantly, it seems
that the lower leg is rotating to the back of the upper leg (purely due to the upper leg rotation). In the
second phase (key frames 2–3), the lower leg exhibits no movement (Figure 8c) w.r.t the upper leg,
while the upper leg changes laterally by 40◦ right (Figure 8b). An approximately 80-85◦ twist can be
noted due to the color change in the miniature upper leg model due to the lateral movement of the
upper leg toward right.

(a) (b) (c)

b7b61 2 3

80-85° Twist

due to

lateral

movement

Figure 8. (a) Reconstruction of the right upper leg range of motion (ROM) movement of TotalCapture
on a 3D avatar (b) Visualization of the movement on a Motion-sphere for b6 (c) Visualization of b7

movement.

Figure 9 shows another twist-swing example that visulaizes the right arm swing. Key frame 1–2
are in a 90◦ upper arm swing movement toward right side of the body. A twist of 90–100◦ is noted
from the color change due to the lateral swing. The lower arm swings in front w.r.t. the upper arm
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by 140◦ up and 10◦ right. The color change is minimal, with approx. 40◦ twist. Figure 9b shows the
visualization.

1 2 3 b3b2

~90-100° Twist ~40-45° Twist

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Reconstruction of the ROM movement of the lower arms on a 3D avatar (b) Visualization
of the right arm (b2, b3) on a Motion-sphere

Figure 10 visualizes the rotational movement exhibited by pelvis (b0) and the chest (b1).
The corresponding spheres that are associated with b0 & b1 are selected among the menu options
for visualization. Unlike the limbs, where the trajectories start at the south pole of the sphere in the
attention pose, the trajectories for the pelvis and chest begin at the north pole, as shown in Figure 10.
A 70◦ bend in b0 and 60◦ bend in b1 (w.r.t. b0) is seen.

(a) (b) (c)

2

1

Figure 10. (a) Overlapping avatar depicting movement between the two key poses 1, and 2
(b) Visualization of trajectory on the sphere associated with pelvis (b0), selected among the menu
options (c) Visualization of trajectory on the sphere associated with chest (b1), selected among the
menu options.

5. Evaluation of the Proposed Motion-Sphere

We approach the validation of the Motion-sphere in this section by discussing (1) the accuracy of
reconstruction on the avatar using the ROM data from the TotalCapture dataset [10], (2) the accuracy
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of the visualization on a unit sphere against the ground truth, and (3) a user study to evaluate the
usability, utility, insights, and the learnability of the Motion-sphere.

5.1. Accuracy of Reconstruction on the Avatar

In this section, we validate the accuracy of our 3D model motion reconstruction. Avatar is
developed while using a visualization toolkit (written in C++) [25]. The procedure for updating
the avatar is beyond the scope of this article (briefly described in Section 3.1). However, we briefly
discuss the accuracy of reconstruction on the avatar, as the avatar is one of the two modules of the
Motion-sphere. The TotalCapture dataset [10] has varied ROM; this can be directly applied on our 3D
avatar to validate its reconstruction accuracy. Figure 11a shows a few selected reconstructed poses
from the TotalCapture dataset against their ground truth images. Figure 11b shows multiple poses
that were reconstructed on the same model using our data against the ground truth images. The result
shows that the reconstruction is reasonably accurate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Validation of the motion reconstruction with our 3D Avatar: (a) Reconstruction of the
TotalCapture Range of Motion (Subject 1) data (b) Reconstruction of our user data.

5.2. Accuracy of Motion Visualization

Among the three parameters of motion the unit sphere can visualize (twist, swing, and speed),
twist can only be quantified by the user’s experience, as it is visualized using the color map. However,
the other two, can be validated against the ground truth data. To prepare ground truth data,
we consider measurable swing motions using a physical joint angle measurement apparatus as
shown in the Figure 12. Specific motions are manually annotated as ground truth data and swing
visualizations are validated against this set. Table 1 shows the accuracy of swing. The grid sizes on the
unit sphere are separated by 10◦. Therefore, the average error of the measured swing is ±5◦. The grid
size could be increased or reduced based on the application’s accuracy requirement.
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110°
130°

110° 91°

Lower arm w.r.t. Upper arm Upper arm w.r.t. Chest Upper leg w.r.t. Pelvis Lower leg w.r.t. Upper leg

Figure 12. Swing angle measurement between the target bone segment and its parent bone segment
for the ground truth.

Table 1. Swing visualization accuracy of Motion-sphere against the ground truth: the measured swing
is with respect to the parent joint segment.

Sl. No Type of Motion Ground Truth
(in Degree)

Measured
(in Degree)

Standard
Error

1 Lower Arm Swing 118 122

4.692 Upper Arm Swing 183 178
3 Lower Leg Swing 105 107
4 Upper Leg Swing 108 103

The accuracy of the visualization depends on the grid size. Figure 13 shows how the accuracy
improves based on the grid size.
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Figure 13. Accuracy of swing visualization w.r.t. the grid size.

5.3. A Comparative User Study

We selected 13 different ROMs from the TotalCapture data set for visualization on the
Motion-sphere (Some of which are demonstrated in Section 4). The study validated parameters, such as
the usability, utility, insights, and learnability. The twist quantification, which can only be validated
by the user experience is also part of the user study. We compared the Motion-sphere visualization
with the video, Motion-belt [17], STS [16] method. The user study included 10 participants aged
20–30 years. All of the participants were everyday computer users. The following procedure was
used for the user study. The users were taught about the Motion-sphere visualization, Motion-belt,
and the STS technique by providing them with multiple visualization slides with correct answers
(swing, twist, and speed) and instructions as a training set. Sufficient time was given until the users
were comfortable before the next phase of testing. The second time, different motion visualization
slides without any correct answers were given to users and they were asked to predict the correct
swing, twist, and speed of the motion just by visualization. Following this, qualitative user experience
was captured. The process was repeated for five iterations.

We found that the users were able to predict the swing with fairly good accuracy as compared
to the video and Motion-belt technique. However, we had mixed results when predicting the twist.
Although the users opined that color coding the miniature models of limbs was helpful, they could not
quite get it accurately in all three techniques. Figure 14 shows the error in the participants’ prediction
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against the ground truth values. We classified speed into Fast, Medium, or Slow. All three techniques
fared equally in their visualization of speed.

When the participants were presented with five sets of motion, each motion comprising two data
for comparison, and asked to provide their perceived difference w.r.t. the swing and twist, an average
error of 8◦ was noted in STS and 4◦ in the Motion-sphere, as indicated in Figure 15a. The learnability
of the Motion-sphere was also tested across multiple iterations. In their qualitative analysis, the users
collectively opined that they were more comfortable and felt more in control of their prediction of
the parameters at the end of the experiment. Figure 15b, shows the improvement in the accuracy of
prediction while using the Motion-sphere in the second iteration.

(a) (b)
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Figure 14. (a) Average participant’s swing prediction error against the ground truth (b) Average
participant’s twist prediction error against the ground truth, for Motion-belt, Video and Motion-sphere.
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Figure 15. (a) Average error as predicted by the participants against ground truth (b) Learnability of
Motion-sphere against Video and Motion-belt, accuracy of the prediction over iterations.

6. Application of Motion-Sphere

In this section, we discuss examples of how the Motion-sphere visualization method can be
applied to comparing users’ bone movements, to author a new full body human motion or edit the
captured human motion, and to validate the accuracy of the 3D avatar’s reconstruction.

6.1. Comparing Users’ Motion

Various poses within the ROM data from the same user with two iterations are mapped on the
Motion-sphere. The Motion-sphere aids in understanding subtle variations in human motion by
magnifying the differences in the motion visually. Figure 16 is a sample visualization of two motions
with subtle variations that are visually unrecognizable in the image. In Figure 16a, user-1’s right arm
is slightly tilted to the right of the reference line (pink line), while the user-2’s right arm is tilted to
the left of the reference line. This subtle 10◦ variation in the motion is noticed in the Motion-sphere.
In addition, the body anatomy of the individuals and the calibration are some factors that influence the
comparison. However, such comparisons are mainly helpful in rehabilitation, where patients’ recovery
can be measured based on changes in their bone segment rotation over time [26,27].
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b2
User-1

User-2

(a) (b)

Figure 16. Comparison of human motion in multiple users’ data. (a) Visualization of user’s right upper
arm (b2) data on the sphere. (b) Users performing upper arm movements.

6.2. Authoring and Editing Full Body Human Motion

In most current motion capture work, the orientation of human joints are captured while using
sensors and/or cameras and directly applied to a 3D avatar for reconstruction. However, there is
no means by which the captured quaternion data can be edited for consistent, accurate, and correct
representation of human motion, just like editing is required for written, audible and visual material
to convey a correct, consistent, and accurate ideas. The Motion-sphere is a necessary intuitive
visualization that can represent orientations of human motion for desirable delicate remodeling
or to delicately reorient human motion. Authoring and Editing can be seen from two perspectives.
First, authoring a new motion involves no data acquisition from the sensors whatsoever. A sequence
of key frames that define the motion are formulated using the Motion-sphere, the speed at which the
motion has to be performed is predefined and the intermediate frames are generated by spherical
linear interpolation. The second method is to edit existing motion. This involves acquiring motion
while using a motion capture technique (using IMU sensors attached to the body), visualizing the
acquired motion on a Motion-sphere, and then editing the key frames to represent the motion correctly,
consistently, and accurately as desired by the user. Figure 17 shows a sequence of key frames (1 and 2)
defined for a certain yoga movement called the Urdhva-hastasana, compared to sensor acquired
motion for Urdhva-hastasana, which is consistent with the authored motion. The number of data
frames between each key frames defines the speed of the motion itself. This could be controlled in the
motion authoring tool by either adding new intermediate frames or deleting the existing ones.

b2

(a) (b)

Sensor

Authored

1 2

Figure 17. (a) Trajectories of the right upper arm (b2) for both the authored and sensor-acquired. (b) Key
frames (1 and 2) as performed by the user and as authored on the 3D avatar.
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The Motion-sphere aids as a tool in authoring new motion, and editing the existing motion in
a desired manner. A prototype implementation of the authoring/editing system with the help of
Motion-sphere is demonstrated here. Figure 18 shows another example of newly authoring a squat
motion with eight key frames. The authoring of a squat motion was achieved without any preexisting
data points; it is quite natural that a greater number of key frames means a more realistic human
motion reconstruction. Squat motion demonstrates the authoring of a full body motion such as swing
in upper and lower limbs, and twist in lower arms (100◦, as noted by the colored miniature model).
Figure 18b shows the visualization of the authored motion, where two bones (one limb) are combined
in a single sphere ([b2 & b3],[b4 & b5],[b6 & b7],[b8 & b9]). The Authoring/Editing tool is a prototype
implementation; we intend to explore Motion-sphere’s actual usage and its impact in the field of
human motion authoring and editing in future work.

b2

b3

b5

b4

b7

b6

b9

b8

~100° twist in the 

lower arms (b3 & b5)

0° 180°90°45° 135°

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. (a) Eight key frames authored using the Motion-sphere by editing the points on the unit
sphere and three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction on a virtual avatar. (b) Visualization of full body
trajectory for squat movement authored using a Motion-sphere.

6.3. Validating the Accuracy of 3d Avatar

Validating the accuracy of reconstruction has always been a qualitative study. The accuracy is
visually observed and a certain inference is built while using these observations. We can see that in
the experimental study, the Motion-sphere provides an accurate representation of human motion as a
trajectory on the unit sphere, which corresponds to the bone segment movement in the human body.
Therefore, the Motion-sphere can aid as a measuring tool to quantitatively measure the accuracy of
reconstruction with respect to the swing, twist, and speed of human motion.

7. Discussion

Generally, people find it comfortable to follow a video for fitness training, as it is a common
medium used to observe any kind of human motion. However, Motion-sphere is more informative
for detecting patterns in user motion, so that users can imitate experts’ movements more accurately.
In the case of video clips, there is no definitive way to quantify a twist or pattern of swing as we
discussed in view of several studies in the previous section. In addition, a subtle twist or swing in a
bone–joint segment can be completely overlooked due to the 2D nature of the video clip. We visualized
various human motion data from the TotalCapture data set and tested the Motion-sphere for a yoga
training application, with a sequence of yoga movements, called the Surya Namaskara. From the
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trainer’s perspective, the Motion-sphere supports them to provide distinct corrective suggestions to
their pupils regarding their body posture. Motion-sphere is effective for analyzing and visualizing
the structure and relationship between the joint–bone segments and the effect of a parent joint on the
child. Every person has a different skeletal anatomy in terms of bone length and flexibility, which are
captured during calibration (Section 3.1). However, the captured motion data in a single calibration
session is more suitable for comparative visualization

The kinematic hierarchy that is discussed in Section 3.1 covers 10 bone-segments, including the
pelvis (b0), chest (b1), upper limbs (b2, b3, b4, & b5), and lower limbs (b6, b7, b8, & b9). The neck and
shoulder bones move depending on the chest, while the hip bones move depending on the pelvis.
Additionally, various other bones, like the feet, hands, fingers, and head, are merely extensions in
the hierarchy by either increasing the number of sensors or by adopting deep learning methods
like in the [28,29]. The Motion-sphere could be extended to these bone segments, depending on the
application. The future work intends to extend Motion-sphere for the aforementioned bone-segments.

Each bone-segment movement is mapped and visualized on a unit sphere as trajectory,
as discussed in Section 3.2. It is natural that the trajectories overlap and clutter for a prolonged
motion (constitutes multiple key poses), leading to difficulty in understanding the motion. Therefore,
the Motion-sphere works best when the movement between lesser number of key poses are
visualized. This also compliments the very purpose of visualizing the subtle motions while using the
Motion-sphere.

8. Conclusions

This paper focused on the visualization of subtle human motion. Visualization helps to quantify
individual joint bone movements for comparative analysis. We used quaternions for 3D rotations.
Visualizing and recognizing subtle human motion variations greatly enhances motion capture and
reconstruction quality, both of which are essential for regular usage and research. Among other benefits,
the current work enables opportunities in fitness, rehabilitation, posture correction, and training.
Future work will develop the current work into a standard for the visual representation and analysis
of human motion.

Most work in the area of human motion visualization is based on 3D avatar analysis.
Motion-sphere is a novel approach for recognizing and analyzing subtle human movement based
on motion trajectory visualization. As every single orientation of human motion has a unique
representation on a Motion-sphere, it offers a wide scope in the future to alter or edit motions to
eventually generate new variations. The positional data of the user from the LiDAR helps in realistic
reconstruction of the performed motion. In the future, we intend to extend the scope of our research
to visualizing positional data. The position of human joints is strictly hierarchical and depends
on the position of the pelvis. Therefore, exploring ways of visualizing the pelvis’s position in 3D
space would be interesting to see alongside the Motion-sphere. Thus, the scope of Motion-sphere
would not be limited to joint–bone analysis, but it can extend to areas, such as locomotion, and gait
analysis. The authoring of human motion or editing captured motion from the sensor seems like a very
interesting application of the Motion-sphere. Therefore, exploring user-friendly ways of authoring
human motion using the Motion-sphere and standardizing the Motion-sphere for avatar reconstruction
validation are promising future works.
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ROM Range of Motion
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